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About This Content

Leatherface’s insatiable hunger has led him to many strange places. Not long ago he walked through a glowing, spinning purple
doorway and found himself in a new world. In it, a host of peculiar new beings to try. With his chainsaw in tow, Leatherface

now spends his days slaughtering those great warriors who dare stand in his path.
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Title: Leatherface
Genre: Action
Developer:
NetherRealm Studios, High Voltage Software, QLOC
Franchise:
Mortal Kombat
Release Date: 4 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit: Vista, Win 7, Win 8, Win 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-750, 2.67 GHz | AMD Phenom II X4 965, 3.4 GHz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 | AMD Radeon HD 5850

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 36 GB available space

English,French,Italian,Polish,Russian,German
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This is a fun little game that can provide for a great amount of fun. While I wish there was a greater choice in map selection
(something that wasn't just the same neighborhood in different sections), it nevertheless has been keeping me entertained with a
cool little car customizer and some fun mechanics.

Pros:
- Racing / Car Driving feels solid, not floaty
- Customization is great
- Good selection of cars utilizing multiple forms of in game currency

Cons:
- Lack of map variety
- Short, repetitive soundtrack (while some of the tunes are enjoyable, there's too few and they repeat far too often)
- Colliding with other cars and falling from certain angles forces you to need to reset, this mechanic needs to be tweaked
- No workshop (Could be easily implemented where modders could make their own levels, cars, add customs songs to the
soundtrack, etc)

While this game's cons are really annoying, the sheer fun of the game allowed me to enjoy it.. The next time i want to play a
brick-breaking game, i will not hesitate to turn on Shatter. It's unique and amazing. Will make you want to play more. The twists
introduced to the popular formula are the strength of this game.. It is cancer xd. Uncomplicated game from a series of a straight-
forward mazes. The goal is to guide the ball through this maze from point A to point B. The game offers 50 levels divided into
10 Easy, 30 Medium and 10 Hard difficulty.
Ironically, but more elaborate in terms of "Oh, there was need to reverse left, not right" can be called Medium levels, not Hard.
The last ones were only slightly larger, but not harder... not so much dead ends, as expected.
No reasons to praise the visual design. On the contrary, some backgrounds are too bright, and there is no possibility to change
the graphics settings in the game, which is why even for a short time that is required to complete the game from start to finish,
eyes are getting tired too quickly.
The main disadvantage of the game - control only with the keyboard, arrows or WASD. Ball moves like twitching (sharply) and
very often at the press of a button moves a distance greater than one conventional division of the maze. Mouse control would be
much easier, but the developers apparently did not think so, creating a game…
In General, the game is not bad. Like any puzzle, useful for brain training. But "Mission impossible" - obviously not about it. All
balls will be easily saved in all mazes in a very short time (get ready to spend an extra hour in the game, if you collect the drop-
down cards :D ). I bought this game for the VR support but it's just too simple of a game for me to recommend. It's only slightly
more complicated than the old slider puzzles from the 1870s and the added immersion from VR is completely wasted on this
game.. Charlie, you're a pretty awesome dude.. I've played farming simulator since FS2011 and I really have enjoyed playing
both 2011 and 2013, now it's FS2015 and a lot of things has been improved. Graphics has been improved, physics has been
improved so there are difference in how much load different tractors can pull. also when going uphill the speed the tractor can is
slower, logging / forestry is now a part of the game and a lot of fun at least after the latest patch..

Pros:
Good handling
Nice graphics
Many Machines
Improved physics
Multiplayer + Dedicated server
Huge modding community

Cons:
There are still some minor bugs awaiting to be patched
Changing the "time compression" while sowing causes the fields to grow "uneven".
No possiblility to changes keymapping while playing it can be frustrating to exit to main menu, and load the savegame over and
over till you are happy with your bindings..
Some of the great machines from FS2013 has not made it to FS2015 (Maybe saved for upcomming DLC's ?)
Chance of being teased teased by your friends / collegues for playing it :)
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I don't really have any concerns which affects why one not should buy the game, just minor issues that can seem frustrating at
times..

Buy the game but be aware that it's very addicting and you can easily spent 100 hours plus on playing this game ;)
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[Short Review] The game is exactly what it looks like; a retro platformer with retro graphics (look at the screeshots) and retro
soundtrack. The game itself is very solid and physics are well built but what really makes this game worth to be in your library is
how challenging it is; just like those old school platformers where you may die once and once again and then get a ragequit (5
minutes break) and then come back to try it again.

Pros:
-It's a real challenge.
-Nice retro graphics.
-You touch a spike, you lose the oxygen and then you die lol.
-It's cheap.

Cons:
-Forget about it if you have no patience.
-Enjoyable for old platformers lovers, other public may find it boring.

Recommended (8\/10). This game is a little rough -
The UI needs work (upgrades and constructables overlap if you have both on at the same time)
Lack of explation of in-game mechanics such as shields and charges
Lack of a real tutorial
Graphics are low-end
Should cost about 5 dollars less

The pros outweigh the cons -
Once you figure stuff out the game is quite fun and challenging. Yo ucan figure out different ways to defend your procedurally
generated mini-earth, and it appears that the game is still being worked on. If you like defense games, where you simply place
defenses and have at it, this is definitely an interesting take on the genre. With only one giant portal that orbits your globe, there
are no lanes that can be blocked off, but it slowly tests your global defenses as the attacks come from different angles.

Since the game is on sale right now, if you're curious about it you should pick it up as it more closely aligns with the appropriate
price-point.. this game is pretty bad, it plays and looks like a bottom of the barrel app game. there's almost no animation to
speak of, its basically just still images. i got this game in a bundle and i wouldn't even recommend it if it was free.. Sometimes
the blood bar will become negative, and the robot will not die.. When the trees are speaking Vietnamese, and you aren't
Vietnamese Lorax then you know its cowbunga time.. The AI needs some work.As an example, I played a game where i scored
a large number of coins in the first round, and instead of spreading across the map to maximize their points, all three AI players
decided to pick the same corner of the map and decided that it was a better idea to attack me.

On the same note. I played a different game where I was definitely not in the lead for points scored, and anotehr AI player
started picking me off, while completely ignoring the other AI player that was scoring more.

There are a number expansions that have been released for the boardgame version of this game, however these have not been
implemented into the digital version. (necromancer island, 6 player variant, sky island, royal bonus, realms, river world). It
certainly seems that development has stopped for this port.. incidentally, Asmodee acquired Days of wonder 1 year after this
game's release. Nothing has been done since.

Until some updates are done to this game, I will not recommend it.

As a side-note . The steamlink stream doesn't display in-game text, which is a pain when you're trying to figure out which
race\/ability to pick.. If you like a challenge this is the game for you.. Love the dude. Easy combos, and very scary to fight
against.. little hard to get used to at first but i love the quality of how it runs. rate 9 stars out of 9.5. Cute little game with lots of
personality.
My young children enjoy it as well (even though they don't get it, of course).
It's very short (it can be beat in less than an hour), so some people might be disappointed about that.
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